Autumn 2017 ‘Enchanted Woodland’
Gemma Davis Slytherin English Medium Term Plan

Teaching focus

Learning intentions

Duration

Rec
•

British woodland

•
•
•

•
•

Woodland Walk Trees

•
•
•
•

Yr1

Look at power point of ‘woodland walk’ look at what
you find in woodlands.
Read woodland word cards.
Write own woodland words to match pictures.

•

Make friends with a tree! Working in pairs, choose a tree
to befriend. Circle it with their arms, smell it, touch its
bark and take a close look at its branches and leaves.
Take rubbings of its bark, collect a few of its leaves and
take a photograph of their tree with a digital camera to
help with identification.
Sit in a quiet wooded area and observe bird life. Talk
about what they see the birds doing in the trees.
Look at the power point about trees some trees are
deciduous and some are evergreen.
Label a tree.
Put the pictures of what we did on our woodland walk
into sequence.
Write words or captions to match the photographs of
our woodland walk.
Write a sentence about what they liked best about the
woodland walk.

•

•
•

•

•

•

Explore and read together a range of books and posters
about British woodland, then make a joint list of useful
words. Write the words on individual cards and display on
the branches of a ‘word tree’ for use in their own writing and
play.
Make friends with a tree! Working in pairs, choose a tree to
befriend. Circle it with their arms, smell it, touch its bark and
take a close look at its branches and leaves. Take rubbings of
its bark, collect a few of its leaves and take a photograph of
their tree with a digital camera to help with identification.
Sit in a quiet wooded area and observe bird life. Talk about
what they see the birds doing in the trees.
Learn that some trees are deciduous and some are evergreen.
Look at pictures of both types of tree and read their names.
Take a walk around the local environment to look at people’s
gardens and describe the trees they can see – deciduous or
evergreen?
Talk about their woodland experience, using the
photographs taken to remember and recall what they saw
and did, and how it felt to be in the woodland. Work in small
groups, retelling the day by setting out the photographs in
sequence.
Use their sequenced woodland visit pictures to write a
simple sentence describing each one. Start each sentence with
a simple time connective. Refer to their word tree for help
when describing the woodland.
Finish their recounts, reading them aloud to check their
sentences make sense. Make any changes they think
necessary and share their work with others including parents
and carers.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Woodland
Animals

Think about questions you would like to ask a
woodland creature.
Look at a power point about woodland animals.
Look at non-fiction books about woodland animals.
Write a sentence about their favourite woodland animal.
Label a woodland animal.
One Mole Digging a Hole, The mole who needed
glasses, The Cross Rabbit, Mouse poems and
Hedgehogs balloon.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Invite a woodland animal (or puppet!) into school and ask
questions about their life in the woods. Compose questions
with a partner beforehand, thinking carefully about what
they want to ask.
Use information books and the web to find out more about
their visitor and other woodland animals. Talk about what
they have learned and record their ideas on sticky notes and
whiteboards to share with others
Using drawings and writing, make a mini book about their
favourite woodland animal. Use words collected during
shared time to make it interesting and fun.
Complete the letter to their woodland visitor telling them
what they have learned about woodland animals since their
visit. Put their letters into envelopes, decide on the right
address to use and walk to the post office to post them.
Read or listen to their woodland visitor’s response as he
explains how impressed he was with all that they learned
about woodland animals. Discuss and respond to any
questions their visitor asks in his letter.
Write a ‘Who am I?’ riddle.

•
•
•

Talk about the different pictures of flowers and plants
and read the name.
Sequence ‘how to make a woodland crown’. Write
captions.
Label parts of a woodland flower.

•

•

Flowers and
Plants

•

•

•

•
•
•

Retell the story of Hansel and Gretel using the story
actions.
Order the pictures of the story.
Write captions to match the pictures of the story.

•

•

Hansel and Gretel
•

Look at picture cards of British woodland flowers and
flowering plants such as bluebell, gorse, bramble, wild
strawberry, foxgloves, wild garlic, wood sorrell, and
buttercups. Read their names and describe and talk about
their features, including leaf shapes, petal forms, colours and
other features such as thorns, prickles, fruit and scent. Play a
game of ‘Guess my name’, describing to others what they see
and giving answers.
Read a set of simple instructions on how to make a
woodland crown. Read sentences aloud and carry out
instructions to complete one together. Highlight the ‘bossy’
verbs in the instructions which told them what to do! Make a
list of any other bossy words that they could use to tell others
what or how to do something!
Share how they made their own individual woodland
crowns. If photographs were taken of the making process,
use these to help sequence what they did, and think about
how they would instruct someone else to make one. Begin to
write a simple set of instructions for ‘How to make a
Woodland Crown’.
Complete their woodland crown instructions, numbering
them and adding helpful drawings and diagrams. Check
with a partner to make sure they make sense and that all
their sentences have a full stop and capital letter.
Complete their instructions by adding a list of all the
resources and materials they used. Write their list using
bullet points or commas.
Listen to the traditional tale ‘Hansel and Gretel’ and talk
about what happens. Retell the story together, perhaps
ordering pictures to sequence the events. Think and share a
sentence for each picture card. Read the story independently
or with a partner or other adult.
Read a simplified and error-filled version of the story! Spot
the mistakes and talk about them, rewriting the sentences
correctly
Look at and talk about a range of slides or images of
mysterious woodland pathways. Choose a favourite picture
and imagine they have found the pathway and are about to
follow it into the woods. Imagine they meet an animal or a
magical creature or find a rare flower or plant. Begin to write
a story about their woodland adventure.

•
•
•
•
•

Write a party invitation.
Make a list of things that we may need.
Write what they liked about the party.
Order pictures of planting a sapling.
Write captions to match the pictures.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We’d better let Mr Fox know how many guests to
expect… Let’s write a short letter accepting his invitation!
What do we need to make or prepare? Let’s make a list.
Watch a slide show to view photographs of the woodland
party with Mr Fox. Write simple sentences and sentence
sequences to record what they did on the day.
Talk about their ideas for developing a small piece of
woodland within the school grounds. Visit a local garden
centre to buy a range of seeds and saplings. Talk to the
experts there about their choices and ask questions about
how to plant and look after their purchases.
Use Google maps and satellite images of the school grounds
to show where they would like to plant their saplings. Label
their maps and plans to show the various features. Think
about where they would place tree trunks, wooden stumps
and dens.
Work with adults, parents and carers following verbal
instructions to plant their saplings. Take turns in talking with
others, listening to instructions and reflecting upon what
they have done.
Watch an adult making a woodland campfire. Listen
carefully to the instructions, following the rules and safety
procedures of fire lighting. Cook a woodland pizza or melt
marshmallows on the fire. Maybe listen to a story or join in
with a woodland song while they work! Afterwards, write
one or more sentences to form a short narrative about the
campfire experience.
Write a fairy spell
Write a letter to the fairies
Write instructions on how to make a fairy garden.
Make a poster to warn people about the presence of fairies.
Write a story about a fairy.
Listen to the story of How Sparky got his wings.
Firework safety poster.
Spider facts.
Insect lifecycle

•

Bird speech bubble

•
•

Write instructions on how to make a bird feeder.
Write bird non-fiction fact book.

•
•

•

•

Woodland Party
•

•

•
•

Make a sign to label your fairy garden.
Writing letter sound in fairy dust.

•
•
•

Label the fly
Insect words
Butterfly lifecycle
Bug hunt
Naming birds
Label a bird.

Woodland Fairies

Insects

•

Birds

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Owls

•

Owl characteristics
Acting out owl baby
Find the capital letters in the story.
Look at the punctuation in the story.
Nocturnal
Discuss how the characters are feeling.
Discuss what they can do if they feel
scared/worried.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Robin Hood

The Gruffalo

Stick Man

Phonics

Handwriting

A term

A term

•
•

Listen to the story of Robin Hood.
Describe the characters in the story.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rhyming words
Discuss other animals that might be scary.
Learn facts about the different animals in the story.
Draw a Gruffalo using the description in the text.
Act out the story of the Gruffalo
Gruffalo missing words

•
•
•
•

Exploring rhyming words.
Make the beginning letter of your name from sticks.
Act out the story of stick man.
Where does your story take place? Where does your Stick
Man live? What is your Stick Man like? Can you describe
him? How did this happen? What happened in the end? What
do you think Stick Man will do next

•
•
•

Phonic sounds and digraphs
High frequency words
Writing letter sounds.
• Letters of the alphabet.
• Mark making on a tree, leaf, vegetable,
fruit, beanstalk, flower and a hen.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Write an owl non-fiction fact book
Describe the personalities of the owl babies.
Describe the wood where the owl babies live.
Before reading to the end, ask children to predict where the
owls' mum has gone to. Why did she leave them? Could you
rewrite the story from her point of view?
Write a similar story which includes different creatures.
Act out the story and discuss the feelings of the babies and
their mum at different points in the story?
Write a note from the owls' mum telling them not to worry
while she has gone.
Watch the animated version of the story.
Compare The Legend of the Guardian Story to Owl Babies.
Using the clip write your own story.
Robin Hood wanted poster
Character report.
Morals of the story-greed and wealth.
Write character speech bubbles to the story.
Write a description/report of a scary creature.
A warning poster for a Gruffalo.
Draw a Gruffalo by using the description in the text.
Gruffalo poem
Postcard from the Gruffalo
Gruffalo adjectives
Make a list of the different ways sticks can be used.
Write a list of instructions on how to play pooh sticks.
Write a part of the story thinking how someone might use
the stick man differently.
A diary entry from the stick man.
Write a postcard from the stickman.

Phonic sounds and digraphs
High frequency words.
Spellings
• 200 high frequency words and sentences from
phonics.
• Mark making on a tree, leaf, vegetable, fruit,
beanstalk, flower and a hen.

